Ask Pedestrians to Keep to Left

Striders on Country Roads Urged to Face Owing Traffic in Rambles.

PEIRS OF NIGHT ARE BARED

At Clothing Only Steve was as卅e From Door of Store by "Memorial" Interserted Made to Man.

New York, N. Y.—Striders avoiding injury may yet become very much like their out-door friends and wear a similar kind of headgear. This is the latest plan of the electric road companies, who are now putting the finishing touches on the little-known traffic idea of the late engineer, C. W. Inglis, who invented it in 1893.

The plan is to erect a line of electrically illuminated signs along the 100-yard wide road, with a height of 10 feet, and to light up the same in such a way as to make them visible from a distance of 300 yards. The signs are intended to warn the pedestrian of the coming of a train, and to keep him from crossing the road while the train is passing.

In the meantime, the signs are being constructed in various places, including New York, and are being installed on the streets and avenues.

Army in Need of Lieutenants

Examination in September to be Held to Meet Demands of New Appropriation Bill.

ARE GIVEN CHOICE OF BRANCHES

Secretary of War Names Every Man Why Peace Should Get Commission in Liberal Lot.

Washington, D. C.—The War Department has named a list of every man who desires to serve in the Army, and the list includes many names of the men who are now serving in the United States.
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Laddie Lady Gets Birthday Cake

Minneapolis Citizens War on Quinine Officers.

Grocery in Base Motors From Us. Just Fined by Small Town Author.

Minneapolis, Minn.—In a move to aid the war effort against malaria and quinine, the Minneapolis grocery dealers have been fined $500 by the city authorities.

The action was taken after the dealers were found to be selling goods containing quinine in violation of the city ordinance.

The ordinance provides that no dealer shall sell any goods containing quinine, except upon the request of the purchaser.

The dealers were cited for violating the ordinance.

Interstate Commerce Commission Gets Down to Work

This new and ambitious plan of the Interstate Commerce Commission shows the men that with arbitration ended, the work of the agency has ended.
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New Jersey High School Boy Dies on the Bat Till Stumps of Life Points New Path for Youth.

Popper Preferred as a Protective Equipment and Should Be Acted Upon by Young Men Who Are Play Ball.
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MADE $1,044.91 NET ON FIVE ACRES
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